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ABSTRACT

We report observations of Comet Halley with a grating spectrometer on board the Kuiper Airborne

Observatory on four nights in December 1985 and April 1986. We obtained 20-651_m low-resolution

(R=24-40) spectra of the nucleus with a 40 acrsec FWHM beam on 17 Dec. 1985, and on 15 and 17 Apr.

1986. On 20 Dec. 1985 we obtained only a 20-351_m spectrum. Most of the data have been discussed in

a paper in press (Glaccum et al, 1987; see also Glaccum et al, 1986) where we dealt with the continuum.

In that paper we fit models to the continuum that showed that more micron-size particles of grains similar
to amorphous carbon were needed to fit the spectrum than were allowed by the Vega SP-2 mass
distribution, or that a fraction of the grains had to be made out of a material (silicates, e.g.) whose

absorption efficiency fell steeper than _-1 for X>20t_m. We also presented spectra taken at several points

on the coma on 15 Apr. which showed that the overall shape of the spectrum is the same in the coma.
Tabulated values of the data and calibration curves are available from W. Glaccum. Here we discuss the

spectral features.

The spectrum on 20 Dec. has an unresolved emission feature at 28.1+0.4_m, with a total flux of

(6.3+3.1) xl0 -14 Wm -2. The uncertainty includes both the statistical noise and the uncertainty in atmo-

spheric transmission. This is consistent with the 28.41_m feature seen by Herter et al on 14 Dec. 1985.

We did not see the feature on the other nights. On all nights the spectrum can be fit by blackbodies with

T=360-400K. On 15 April the spectrum has 4 broad (A;W-4p.m) emission features centered at 23.5, 28.0,

34.5, and 45p.m which peak about 7% above tbe continuum. The first 3 features are present in the spec-

tra on the other nights, but to a lesser degree of confidence• The broad 28_m feature may be absent on

2 of the flights. The peak wavelengths of these features correspond closely with maxima in Qext of small

olivine particles (Koike et al, 1981). Olivine has been proposed as a candidate material to explain the

double-peaked structure of the 101_m feature (Campins and Ryan, 1987; Bregman et al, 1987).
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|. The spectrum of Comet Halley on 4 nights with I 40 arcsec beam centered on the nudeu..

All spectra are calibrated to Mars using the Wright model (Wright, 1976: S,F. Odenwald. 1983

private corns,); the April flights are calibrated directly, and for the December flights the calibration

Is b'ansferred through 40rl. A new model for Mars by P. Chrlstensen and B. Jakowsky (prtv.

comm.) would Increase each speclrum uniformly by 10%. The spectra are corrected for telluric watt

Val_ absorption by acBustlnl the amount of water vapor until the water lines disappear. Hence, th

25_1m feature does not appear In the 20 DK. spectrum, The dip at 6S/_m and the jump at 50#m

are poorly corrected water lines. The structure In the 17 Dec. spectrum at )_>30#m Is spurious an(

appears In other obJKts to a lesser degree. The spactra for 17 Apr. and 17 Dec. are slightly

different than those shown In the two Glaccum et al references. The overlap of the 2 grating

eettlnls occurs at 3S#m. The agr_ment on all obJKts was excellent tn April and good In Decembl
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k'q[. 2. Spectra of Comet Halley relative to blackbodl4s. To Increase the contrast we have divided

each spectrum by i blackbody which fits the overall 20-SS/Jm spectrum. Also shown are the eft'eels

on _ spectra by a change of e20% tn the ratio of boreslsht water vapor on the comet and

calibration legs, The data for the April flights Is the same as in Fig. 1. For the Oacember flights we

have used a different callbretlon pro¢edure. The comet data are calibrated to • Orl assuming it has

a Booth spectrum and using values for water vapor from the on-b_erd radiometers. The 28_m

feature appears as a 9.S%03.8% excess In one channel: to remove It by adjusting water vapor

requires a change by a factor of 3 In the ratio of boreslght water vapor (as measured by the on-

II_lrd rad_metere) on the comet leg and the n OH leg. Such a large error In the values obtained by

the water vapor radiometers Is unlikely, as this ratio has s standard error of 25% for the S other

objects on the flight. If we illume that we can determine the ratio to *10% on those oblects by

removing the water lines. The 2S% standard error Is typical. We cannot rule out the possibility of

the |eeture being due to i change in sensitivity of that detector during the flight, but such changes

are rare and have never been seen In that channel, and nothing was unusual about any other objects

on that flight elthu before or after the comet.
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FI I. 3. Sp_tr• of 5 reprssant•tlve st•re relatlv• to bliddh)dlee (Glaccum, Ph.D. thesis, in

prep•r•tlon I. To live abe rsadw •n Indication of the noise in excel| of "statistical" nolsa, we show

representative st•re from each fllllht, reduced in the same way ;is abe comet (Fill:. 2), •nd plotted to

the same scale. Included is the spoctrum of Q Orl on 16 Dec.. the nlsht which Marl was observed.

This hal been divided by B)_(T=3S00K)'_ "0'15S so that the "smooth" spectrum used to reduce the

OK•mbcw dot• in File. 2 •rid 3 Is • strallht lint at y=0.2. The spKtrs of other st•rs ere divided

by • 3500K blackbody, The emission from "_' Cru and t, Tau Is from their photosphlrls and should

be fsaturidesa. We also expect _ Sco and _ Clp to be featureless. The structure in the spectrum of

7 Cru Is due tO • correction for e chafl|e of Instrumental sensitivity durln I &he flllht and represents

• worst-casa example; the correspondlnl corrsctlons for the comet are much sm•ller (<2%).
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